Abstract: Knowledge of how rainfall seasonality affects land surface phenology has important implications on understanding ecosystem resilience to future climate change in the Congo Basin. We studied the impacts of land cover on the response of the canopy greenness cycle (CGC) to the rainy season in the Congo Basin on a yearly basis during 2006-2013. Specifically, we retrieved CGC from the time series of two-band enhanced vegetation index (EVI2) acquired by the Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI). We then detected yearly onset (ORS) and end (ERS) of the rainy season using a modified Climatological Anomalous Accumulation (CAA) method based on the daily rainfall time series provided by the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission. We further examined the timing differences between CGC and the rainy season across different types of land cover, and investigated the relationship between spatial variations in CGC and rainy season timing. Results show that the rainy season in the equatorial Congo Basin was regulated by a distinct bimodal rainfall regime. The spatial variation in the rainy season timing presented distinct latitudinal gradients whereas the variation in CGC timing was relatively small. Moreover, the inter-annual variation in the rainy season timing could exceed 40 days whereas it was predominantly less than 20 days for CGC timing. The response of CGC to the rainy season varied with land cover. The lead time of CGC onset prior to ORS was longer in tropical woodlands and forests, whereas it became relatively short in grasslands and shrublands. Further, the spatial variation in CGC onset had a stronger correlation with that of ORS in grasslands and shrublands than in tropical woodlands and forests. In contrast, the lag of CGC end behind ERS was widespread across the Congo Basin, which was longer in grasslands and shrublands than that in tropical woodlands and forests. However, no significant relationship was identified between spatial variations in ERS and CGC end.
Introduction
Tropical forests play a prominent role in regulating the productivity and carbon stock of the terrestrial ecosystem [1] . Congo Basin hosts the second largest block of tropical forests in the world, with a carbon storage accounting for approximately 25% of total carbon storage in global tropical forests [2] [3] [4] . The drying trend beginning in 1950s represents the most significant climatic disturbance to African tropical forests [5] [6] [7] . Previous studies on the responses of Congo Basin forests to rainfall anomalies have mainly focused on how changes in the magnitudes of rainfall have affected vegetation greenness [5, 6] . In contrast, less attention has been paid to the relationship between rainfall seasonality and the phenology of tropical forests (i.e., the greenness seasonality), which has important implications on the responses of tropical forests to future climate change in the Congo Basin [8, 9] . Land surface phenology (LSP) characterizes seasonal greenness variations over vegetated land surfaces [10] . The relationship between rainfall seasonality and LSP in the Congo Basin has been examined in numerous studies [8, 11, 12] . However, few attempts have been made to understand the effects of rainfall seasonality on LSP in evergreen rainforests across the entire equatorial Congo Basin. This is caused by challenges in characterizing rainforest LSP due to persistent cloud cover and poor understanding of rainfall seasonality. LSP in the Congo Basin rainforest has been previously generated in studies using data acquired by sensors such as the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer and Satellite Pour l'Observation de la Terre Vegetation, in which the observations were averaged over multiple years to reduce cloud contamination [13, 14] . However, the inter-annual variations in Congo Basin rainforest LSP have not been retrieved until recently, when the observations from the METEOSAT Second Generation series of geostationary satellites become available [15] [16] [17] . On the other hand, since ground meteorological measurements in the Congo Basin are extremely sparse [2] , satellite measurements represent the only viable way to retrieve rainfall seasonality in this region. Previous studies on rainfall seasonality in the equatorial Congo Basin have either concluded that this region receives high rainfall throughout the year without detectable seasonality [18, 19] or have provided a seasonality description using monthly data for the entire region, rather than on a per-pixel basis [20] . As a result, we lack knowledge about the onset and end of the rainy season (RS) as a specific day of year on a per-pixel basis, and the influence of this on rainforest phenology in the Congo Basin.
The goal of this paper was to investigate land cover impacts on the responses of LSP to the rainy season across the Congo Basin. To achieve this goal, we retrieved LSP using data acquired by the Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) onboard the METEOSAT Second Generation series of geostationary satellites during 2006-2013. We then detected yearly onset and end of the rainy seasons based on rainfall data obtained by the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission. Finally, we examined the timing differences and correlation between the rainy season and LSP across different types of land cover.
Background
We divided the Congo Basin into three sub-basins based on dominant land cover, to better characterize LSP and rainfall seasonality across different ecosystems (more details available in Section 3.1. The northern Congo Basin (NCB) (3 • N-9 • N) is dominated by deciduous woodland, and a mosaic of deciduous forest and savanna. The equatorial Congo Basin (ECB) (6 • N-6 • S) is primarily occupied by tropical rainforest. The southern Congo Basin (SCB) (0 • -12 • S) is covered by grassland, shrubland, deciduous woodland, and deciduous forest. Details of the land cover product used in this study are presented in Section 3.1.
The characteristics of LSP across the Congo Basin vary across different ecosystems [13, 14, 16, 21] . Results from previous studies have shown that the phenology of rainforest trees is highly asynchronous, and characterized by the simultaneous abscissions of old leaves and emergences of new leaves [22] [23] [24] . Therefore, rainforest LSP is driven by a gradual leaf-exchange process without distinct dormant phases [25] . In contrast, other types of land cover in the Congo Basin present much stronger seasonal leaf variations with distinct growing and dormant phases. In order to present a more precise characterization of LSP, CGC was employed to represent the seasonal variation in canopy greenness extracted from the time series of the SEVIRI two-band enhanced vegetation index (EVI2) [16] .
Rainfall seasonality in the Congo Basin is driven by the seasonal migration of the Intertropical Convergence Zone [11, 19, 20] , which results in unimodal rainfall regimes in the NCB and the SCB, and a bimodal rainfall regime in ECB. CGC in the Congo Basin is driven by rainfall seasonality. Previous studies have shown that there are two annual CGCs for the rainforests in ECB and a single Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 461 3 of 17 annual CGC for other types of land cover [13, 16] . To avoid confusion, we hereby refer to the CGC or the rainy season initiated before and after July as the first and the second cycle, respectively. A list of abbreviations used in this paper and the corresponding full descriptions can be found at the end of this paper. Figure 1 provides a diagram to illustrate the data processing for characterizing canopy greenness cycle, rainfall seasonality and their variations across land cover types. The details are described in Sections 3.1-3.4.
Materials and Methods
Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 461 3 of 17 the rainy season initiated before and after July as the first and the second cycle, respectively. A list of abbreviations used in this paper and the corresponding full descriptions can be found at the end of this paper.
Figure 1 provides a diagram to illustrate the data processing for characterizing canopy greenness cycle, rainfall seasonality and their variations across land cover types. The details are described in Sections 3.1-3.4. 
Land Cover Data
We extracted land cover information from the 1 km land cover product of Africa generated by the Global Land Cover 2000 project (http://forobs.jrc.ec.europa.eu/products/glc2000/products.php) [21] (Figure 2) . We chose the Global Land Cover 2000 product instead of other products [14, 26, 27] due to the following considerations. First, the Global Land Cover 2000 product relies on knowledge from local experts and remotely sensed data from both optical and microwave sensors, which is more suitable for cloud-prone regions such as the Congo Basin, rather than the products derived from data mainly acquired by optical sensors, such as the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer and the Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer [14, 21, 27] . The Global Land Cover 2000 product has an overall accuracy of 68.6% according to sample sites collected around the world [28] , and it has the highest overall accuracy (56%) among five satellite-derived land cover products in Africa [29] . Second, the GLC200 product provides a more detailed classification scheme than that offered by the product from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer, which allows us to examine the 
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Detection of the Rainy Season from Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission Product
We employed the daily rainfall time series derived from the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission product (3B42, Version 7) during 1998-2013 to detect the yearly onset and end of the rainy season. The Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission product provides global measurements of threehourly rainfall rates (mm/h) between 50°N and 50°S at 0.25° resolution [30] . Daily rainfall was generated by summing up the three-hourly rainfall based on the measured rainfall rate. The onset and end of the rainy season (hereafter referred to as ORS and ERS, respectively) in Africa have been previously determined using a suite of algorithms [8, 11, 12, 19, 31] . For example, ORS and ERS can be determined using a pre-defined threshold of the cumulative rainfall over a fixed time period [8, 11, 12, 31] . Alternatively, yearly ORS and ERS can be determined based on climatological 
We employed the daily rainfall time series derived from the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission product (3B42, Version 7) during 1998-2013 to detect the yearly onset and end of the rainy season. The Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission product provides global measurements of three-hourly rainfall rates (mm/h) between 50 • N and 50 • S at 0.25 • resolution [30] . Daily rainfall was generated by summing up the three-hourly rainfall based on the measured rainfall rate. The onset Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 461 5 of 17 and end of the rainy season (hereafter referred to as ORS and ERS, respectively) in Africa have been previously determined using a suite of algorithms [8, 11, 12, 19, 31] . For example, ORS and ERS can be determined using a pre-defined threshold of the cumulative rainfall over a fixed time period [8, 11, 12, 31] . Alternatively, yearly ORS and ERS can be determined based on climatological anomalous accumulation (CAA), which refers to the accumulation of the difference between the long-term daily average rainfall and the mean value across the daily average rainfall time series [19] . We adopted this method for the rainy season detection in this study and refer to this method as the CAA method hereafter. The details are provided in the following paragraphs.
To determine ORS and ERS for a given year, the climatological ORS and ERS were first determined based on the following steps [19] . (1) For each day of a year, the daily average rainfall was calculated using rainfall on the same day but in different years during 1998-2013. ( 2) The annual-mean rainfall was calculated as the mean value across the daily average rainfall time series. (3) The climatological anomalous rainfall for each day was determined by deducting the annual-mean rainfall from the daily average rainfall. The CAA time series was then generated by accumulating the climatological anomalous rainfall across the year. (4) Since the CAA method was originally designed to detect the rainy season in regions with a unimodal rainfall regime, we modified the CAA method to accommodate the bimodal rainfall regime in ECB. The original CAA method determines the climatological ORS and ERS as the first day after the minimum and maximum CAA, respectively [19] . Based on an exhaustive visual examination of the CAA time series extracted from individual grid cells in ECB, we found that the two rainy seasons could be separated using day 175. We therefore modified the CAA method by first dividing the CAA time series into two sections: day 1-175 and day 176-365 ( Figure 3) . For each section, we first identified all the days corresponding to a local CAA minimum. We then determined ORS as the first day after the local minimum that has the lowest CAA within this section. ERS was thereafter determined as the first day after the maximum CAA between ORS and the last day of this section. As a result, there were two potential ORS and ERS for each 0.25 • grid cell ( Figure 3) . (5) To determine the rainfall regime for a grid cell, we calculated the number of days during the two potential dry seasons: ERS1 to ORS2 and ERS2 to ORS1. Our premise was that if a given grid cell has a bimodal regime, it must have two relatively long dry seasons such as in Figure 3b . A unimodal regime can be determined if one potential dry season is long, whereas the other one is short, such as in Figure 3a ,c. (6) Based on all the 0.25 • grid cells in ECB, we generated two dry season length thresholds, which were the average number of days from ERS1 to ORS2 and from ERS2 to ORS1. (7) Finally, if the duration of both potential dry seasons were longer than the corresponding threshold, a bimodal rainfall regime was determined, and the two potential ORS and ERS were employed as the climatological ORS and ERS, respectively. If the duration of one potential dry season was shorter than the corresponding threshold, a unimodal rainfall regime was determined. The potential ORS and ERS associated with this short dry season were ignored. The remaining ORS and ERS were used as the climatological ORS and ERS. Yearly ORS and ERS were then retrieved using the following procedures [19] . (1) For each year, we defined a rainy season search time period that begins at 50 days prior to climatological ORS and ends at 50 days after climatological ERS. The 50-day buffer was used to deal with the variability in yearly ORS and ERS. For the grid cells with a bimodal rainfall regime, there were two search time periods per year. (2) For each day within the search time period, we calculated the anomalous rainfall by subtracting the long term annual-mean rainfall from the daily rainfall. (3) We generated an accumulated anomalous rainfall time series by accumulating anomalous rainfall throughout the search interval. (4) Yearly ORS and ERS was determined as the first day past the minimum and maximum accumulated anomalous rainfall, respectively. We calculated the mean values and standard deviations in the rainy season timings using the yearly ORS and ERS at the 0. 
Generation of Angularly Corrected Vegetation Index and Detection of Canopy Creenness Cycles
SEVIRI is one of the Earth observation instruments carried by the METEOSAT Second Generation geostationary satellites, with the nadir falling on the equator at the 0° longitude. It delivers a full-disk scan every 15 min, covering Africa, and parts of Europe and South America with a pixel size of 3 km at nadir. The pixel size increases with satellite zenith angle [32] . We generated the Two-band Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI2) every 30 min based on Equation (1) [33] .
In (1), RED and NIR represent the reflectance in red and near infrared channels respectively. EVI2 outperforms NDVI by exhibiting higher sensitivity over densely vegetated canopies [34] , which makes it more suitable for vegetation change monitoring in regions such as the Congo Basin. In order to minimize the EVI2 variations caused by changes in sun-satellite geometry, we converted each 30-min EVI2 to an EVI2 obtained under a reference sun-satellite geometry ( = 45°, = 45°, = 90°), in which is the solar zenith angle, is the satellite zenith angle and is the sun-satellite relative azimuth angle. This conversion was done by using an empirical kernel-driven model proposed for SEVIRI [35] as shown in Equation (2).
In (2), 2( , , ) is the predicted EVI2 under the reference sun-satellite geometry (
) is the observed EVI2 at time 1. C0 and C1 are kernel 
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which θ s is the solar zenith angle, θ v is the satellite zenith angle and φ is the sun-satellite relative azimuth angle. This conversion was done by using an empirical kernel-driven model proposed for SEVIRI [35] as shown in Equation (2) .
In (2), EV I2(θ t0 , δ t0 , φ t0 ) is the predicted EVI2 under the reference sun-satellite geometry
) is the observed EVI2 at time t1. C 0 and C 1 are kernel weights, which are −0.0723 and −0.0101 for SEVIRI, respectively [35] . FS and FR represent the kernel function that models EVI2 changes caused by sun-satellites in solar and satellite zenith angles, and the sun-satellite relative azimuth angle, respectively [35] . We further determined the daily angularly corrected EVI2 as the maximum angularly corrected 30-minunte EVI2 obtained within a day with solar zenith angle being less than 60 • .
According to a previous study on LSP retrieval uncertainty in Congo Basin, a three-day EVI2 time series from SEVIRI is able to provide sufficient cloud-free data for LSP retrieval purposes [16] . In order to reduce data volume while retaining a fine temporal resolution for CGC detection, we composited the daily angularly-corrected EVI2 into a three-day EVI2 time series by extracting the maximum EVI2 acquired under cloud-free conditions. There were 122 three-day EVI2 composites in each year during 2006-2013. To detect CGC, the three-day EVI2 time series was first smoothed using the Savitzky-Golay filter, and a local median filter that removed gaps and irregular values resulting from cloud contamination and other noises [36] . The EVI2 temporal trajectory was then reconstructed by fitting logistic curves to the smoothed EVI2 time series using the Hybrid Piecewise Logistic Model [36] . The rate of change in the curvature of the reconstructed EVI2 temporal trajectory was further calculated. Finally, CGC onset corresponds to the first local maximum of the rate of change in curvature during the ascending phase of the EVI2 trajectory, whereas CGC end corresponds to the last local minimum of the rate of change in curvature during the descending phase [37] .
Investigation of Land Cover Impacts on LSP Responses to the Rainy Season
Since the pixel size of SEVIRI varies with satellite zenith angle, we first aggregated the detected CGC onset and end to 0.25 • grids to make them spatially compatible with ORS and ERS. We adopted the aggregation method developed by a previous study on the relationship between vegetation phenology and rainfall seasonality in Africa [12] . Specifically, for a given 0.25 • grid cell, we began by sorting the enclosed SEVIRI pixels in ascending order based on the detected CGC onset date. We then identified a 60-day period that includes the highest number of SEVIRI pixels. Finally, we calculated the CGC onset date for this 0.25 • grid cell as the average CGC onset date from the SEVIRI pixels falling in the 60-day period. The CGC end date was aggregated to 0.25 • grids in the same manner. In this way, the irregular CGC onset/end values exhibited by non-dominant land cover types were excluded from the aggregation, which reduced impacts from mixed land cover. We also calculated the mean values and standard deviations in CGC onset and CGC end for each 0.25 • grid cell where CGC onset and CGC end were detected in at least four years during 2006-2013. To analyze land cover impacts on the responses of LSP to the rainy season, we aggregated the 1 km land cover product to 0.25 • , to spatially match the detected rainy season and CGC metrics. The land cover for a given 0.25 • grid cell was determined as the dominant land cover among all the 1 km pixels that fell in this 0.25 • grid cell. Based on the aggregated land cover map, we randomly selected a grid cell from deciduous woodland in NCB, tropical rainforest in ECB, and grassland in SCB (denoted as black dots in Figure 2) , respectively, to demonstrate the changes in the temporal patterns of CGC and rainy season across the study area.
We further examined the variation in the timing difference between CGC and the rainy season across the four land cover groups described in Section 3.1 in each year during 2006-2013. For any given year, this was done by comparing the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the timing difference extracted from the 0.25 • grid cells of any two land cover groups. In order to determine if the CDF of CGC onset lead time (i.e., CGC onset-ORS) from two land cover groups was significantly different, we conducted a one-tailed two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test using the R package "dgof" [38] . Taking the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test between the CDF of CGC onset lead time from grassland and shrubland (GRS) and that from deciduous forest and savanna mosaic (DFS) as an example (i.e., CDF GRS and CDF DFS ) (Figure 4a ), the null hypothesis was that CDF DFS is larger than or equal to CDF GRS . By rejecting the null hypothesis, the alternative hypothesis is accepted that CDF DFS is smaller than CDF GRS , which means that CDF DFS stays above and to the left of CDF GRS . For example, in Figure 4a , the number of grid cells with a CGC onset lead time less than −50 (i.e., CGC onset occurs 50 days or more prior to ORS) accounted for 17% of the grid cells from GRS, whereas it accounted for as much as 46% from DFS. In other words, CGC onset in DFS preceded ORS by a larger number of days than CGC onset did in GRS, which made CDF DFS "numerically" smaller than CDF GRS . This analysis was repeated to investigate the impacts of land cover on CGC end lag time relative to ERS (i.e., CGC end−ERS). In Figure 4b , for example, the number of grid cells with a CGC lag time less than 50 (i.e., CGC end lags behind ERS for 50 days or less) only accounted for 21% of the grid cells in GRS whereas it accounted for as much as 61% of the grid cells in DFS. This indicates that the grid cells with a shorter lag time had a higher percentage in DFS than it did in GRS. Therefore, CDF DFS is "numerically" smaller than CDF GRS .
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as much as 46% from DFS. In other words, CGC onset in DFS preceded ORS by a larger number of days than CGC onset did in GRS, which made CDFDFS "numerically" smaller than CDFGRS. This analysis was repeated to investigate the impacts of land cover on CGC end lag time relative to ERS (i.e., CGC end−ERS). In Figure 4b , for example, the number of grid cells with a CGC lag time less than 50 (i.e., CGC end lags behind ERS for 50 days or less) only accounted for 21% of the grid cells in GRS whereas it accounted for as much as 61% of the grid cells in DFS. This indicates that the grid cells with a shorter lag time had a higher percentage in DFS than it did in GRS. Therefore, CDFDFS is "numerically" smaller than CDFGRS. We also conducted a linear regression analysis with the spatial variation in ORS and CGC onset being the predictor and response variable, respectively. This regression analysis was conducted for each type of land cover separately in each year during 2006-2013. The regression analyses were performed in R, and we retrieved the number of samples, R-square value, and the residual standard error for each regression analysis. Specifically, for the regression analysis involving a particular type of land cover in a specific year, the number of samples was determined as the number of 0.25° grid cells with this land cover where both CGC onset and ORS were detected in that year. The regression analyses were also repeated between ERS and CGC end. We did not conduct the regression analyses on a per-grid basis, because, for each 0.25° grid cell, we only had eight sample pairs of the CGC and the rainy season timings at most, which were too few samples for statistically robust regression analyses. Figure 5 presents the inter-annual variations in the rainy season and CGC at the three selected grid cells denoted in Figure 2 . The rainy season at the deciduous woodland and grassland grid cells was regulated by distinct unimodal regimes whereas it was associated with a bimodal regime at the rainforest grid cell. These rainfall regimes affected the seasonal pattern of CGC variation. At the deciduous woodland grid cell, CGC onset occurred much earlier than ORS. The average lead time of CGC onset was 67 days, with a minimum and maximum of 24 and 122 days in 2012 and 2008, respectively. Although CGC onset also occurred earlier than ORS at the grassland grid cell, the CGC onset lead time was relatively small, which varied from five days in 2011, to 32 days in 2007, with an average of 17 days during 2006-2013. At the rainforest grid cell, CGC onset occurred prior to ORS in We also conducted a linear regression analysis with the spatial variation in ORS and CGC onset being the predictor and response variable, respectively. This regression analysis was conducted for each type of land cover separately in each year during 2006-2013. The regression analyses were performed in R, and we retrieved the number of samples, R-square value, and the residual standard error for each regression analysis. Specifically, for the regression analysis involving a particular type of land cover in a specific year, the number of samples was determined as the number of 0.25 • grid cells with this land cover where both CGC onset and ORS were detected in that year. The regression analyses were also repeated between ERS and CGC end. We did not conduct the regression analyses on a per-grid basis, because, for each 0.25 • grid cell, we only had eight sample pairs of the CGC and the rainy season timings at most, which were too few samples for statistically robust regression analyses. Figure 5 presents the inter-annual variations in the rainy season and CGC at the three selected grid cells denoted in Figure 2 . The rainy season at the deciduous woodland and grassland grid cells was regulated by distinct unimodal regimes whereas it was associated with a bimodal regime at the rainforest grid cell. These rainfall regimes affected the seasonal pattern of CGC variation. At the deciduous woodland grid cell, CGC onset occurred much earlier than ORS. The average lead time of CGC onset was 67 days, with a minimum and maximum of 24 and 122 days in 2012 and 2008, respectively. Although CGC onset also occurred earlier than ORS at the grassland grid cell, the CGC onset lead time was relatively small, which varied from five days in 2011, to 32 Figure 6 presents the spatial patterns of the mean value and standard deviation in the rainy reason and CGC timings during 2006-2013. The spatial variations in the mean values of ORS and ERS exhibited distinct latitudinal gradients. The first cycle of the rainy season occurred in ECB and NCB, whereas the second cycle occupied the ECB and SCB. ORS exhibited delays, whereas ERS showed advances toward higher latitudes in both cycles. ORS in the first cycle varied from early Febuary to late May, whereas the second cycle ORS varied from mid-August to mid-November. ERS in the first and second cycle occurred between mid-October and late December, and between mid-March and Figure 6 presents the spatial patterns of the mean value and standard deviation in the rainy reason and CGC timings during 2006-2013. The spatial variations in the mean values of ORS and ERS exhibited distinct latitudinal gradients. The first cycle of the rainy season occurred in ECB and NCB, whereas the second cycle occupied the ECB and SCB. ORS exhibited delays, whereas ERS showed advances toward higher latitudes in both cycles. ORS in the first cycle varied from early Febuary to late May, whereas the second cycle ORS varied from mid-August to mid-November. ERS in the first and second cycle occurred between mid-October and late December, and between mid-March and mid-June, respectively. In contrast, the spatial variations in CGC timing were not as strong as those during rainy season timing. CGC onset predominately occurred around mid-Feburary and early September in the first and second cycle, respectively. CGC ended around mid-December over much of ECB and NCB in the first cycle, whereas it predominately ended during June-July in the second cycle across ECB and SCB. The most pronounced timing difference between ORS and CGC onset was observed in NCB and SCB, where CGC onset substantially preceded ORS. CGC end lagged behind ERS over much of the Congo Basin in both cycles. The area with double annual CGCs was more widespread than the area with two annual rainy seasons. Standard deviation in rainy season timings exhibited high spatial heterogeneity, whereas it was relatively homogeneous in CGC timings across the Congo Basin. The standard deviation was higher in the rainy season timings than in CGC timings over much of the Congo Basin. Specifically, the standard deviation in both ORS and ERS could be more than 40 days in some areas, whereas it was predominatly less than 20 days in CGC timings.
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Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 461 10 of 17 mid-June, respectively. In contrast, the spatial variations in CGC timing were not as strong as those during rainy season timing. CGC onset predominately occurred around mid-Feburary and early September in the first and second cycle, respectively. CGC ended around mid-December over much of ECB and NCB in the first cycle, whereas it predominately ended during June-July in the second cycle across ECB and SCB. The most pronounced timing difference between ORS and CGC onset was observed in NCB and SCB, where CGC onset substantially preceded ORS. CGC end lagged behind ERS over much of the Congo Basin in both cycles. The area with double annual CGCs was more widespread than the area with two annual rainy seasons. Standard deviation in rainy season timings exhibited high spatial heterogeneity, whereas it was relatively homogeneous in CGC timings across the Congo Basin. The standard deviation was higher in the rainy season timings than in CGC timings over much of the Congo Basin. Specifically, the standard deviation in both ORS and ERS could be more than 40 days in some areas, whereas it was predominatly less than 20 days in CGC timings. Figure 7 presents the variations in the timing differences between CGC and the rainy season among the four land cover groups. For each year in 2006-2013, based on KS tests, we identified the following relationship for CGC onset lead time: CDF DFS < CDF DWF < CDF GRS (p < 0.001) and CDF DFS < CDF TRF (p < 0.001). In other words, the length of time by which CGC onset precedes ORS increased with tree cover from grassland and shrubland (GRS) to deciduous forest and savanna mosaic (DFS). After CGC onset lead time reached the maximum in DFS, it started to decrease toward the region covered by tropical rainforest (TRF). For the time difference between CGC end and ERS, we found the following relationship in all years during 2006-2013: CDF TRF < CDF DFS < CDF DWF ≈ CDF GRS (p < 0.001). In other words, the length of time by which CGC end lagged behind ERS, became longer toward the groups with lower tree cover.
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: CDFTRF < CDFDFS < CDFDWF ≈ CDFGRS (p < 0.001). In other words, the length of time by which CGC end lagged behind ERS, became longer toward the groups with lower tree cover. Figure 8 shows the results from the regression analyses between the spatial variations in the rainy season timing and in CGC. During 2006-2013, we identified the significant relationships between ORS and CGC onset (p < 0.001) in grassland and shrubland, deciduous woodland and deciduous forest. The R 2 value from the regressions between ORS and CGC onset increased with decreases in tree cover during 2008-2013. The only exception was found in 2013, when the R 2 for deciduous forest was higher than that of deciduous woodland. In both 2006 and 2007, deciduous woodland and deciduous forest had the highest and lowest R 2 values, respectively. We did not identify any significant relationship between the spatial variations in ERS and that of CGC end for any types of land cover during 2006-2013. Inter-comparison of cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of the timing differences between CGC and the rainy season, among the four land cover groups. Orange, dark red, green and dark green curves represent the CDF for grassland & shrubland, deciduous woodland & forest, deciduous forest & savanna mosaic and tropical rainforests, respectively. X-axis in (a-h) represents CGC onset lead time (i.e., CGC onset-ORS) whereas X-axis in (i-p) represents CGC end lag time (i.e., CGC end-ERS). For each land cover group, Y-axis specifies the proportion of grid cells with a timing difference, up to the difference specified on the X-axis. 
Discussion
The Regulation of the Rainy Season by Intertropical Convergence Zone and the Detection of Rainy Season Using the CAA Method
The migration of intertropical convergence zone follows the movements of the solar zenith point over the year [19, 39] . The intertropical convergence zone initiates northward migration in early February, which triggers the first ORS in ECB. The continuous movement of intertropical convergence zone toward northern latitudes initiates the single rainy season in NCB. Meanwhile, ECB becomes relatively dry, and the first ERS begins to commence. After reaching the northern limit in the boreal summer, the intertropical convergence zone starts to retreat and move toward the southern hemisphere. The intertropical convergence zone moves across ECB and SCB, which triggers the second ORS in ECB and the onset of the single rainy season in SCB. As the intertropical convergence zone moves further south after crossing SCB, ERS in NCB and the second ERS in ECB begin to commence. After reaching the southern limit in the austral summer, the intertropical convergence zone starts to move northward again [39] , which initiates a new cycle of the rainy season in ECB and NCB and triggers ERS within SCB.
The spatial variations in the rainy season timings determined in our study generally agree with those determined for NCB and SCB from previous studies [11, 12, 19] . The CAA method has both advantages and disadvantages in rainy season detection, compared with other methods. The advantages of the CAA method are as follows. (1) It does not require the rainfall thresholds that have been well-tested for a certain type of vegetation or a certain region. For example, in the studies by Ryan et al. [8] and Brown and de Beurs [31] , ORS is determined when a minimum of 25 mm rainfall has been accumulated in a 10-day period, followed by at least 20 mm rainfall accumulation in the next 20 days. Those thresholds are recommended by studies on the rainfall control over crop growth [40, 41] . Since no recommended thresholds are available for most types of land cover in the Congo Basin, the CAA method is a better choice from this perspective. (2) The CAA method is less affected by isolated bursts of heavy rainfall when determining ORS and ERS. In a previous study on the The migration of intertropical convergence zone follows the movements of the solar zenith point over the year [19, 39] . The intertropical convergence zone initiates northward migration in early February, which triggers the first ORS in ECB. The continuous movement of intertropical convergence zone toward northern latitudes initiates the single rainy season in NCB. Meanwhile, ECB becomes relatively dry, and the first ERS begins to commence. After reaching the northern limit in the boreal summer, the intertropical convergence zone starts to retreat and move toward the southern hemisphere. The intertropical convergence zone moves across ECB and SCB, which triggers the second ORS in ECB and the onset of the single rainy season in SCB. As the intertropical convergence zone moves further south after crossing SCB, ERS in NCB and the second ERS in ECB begin to commence. After reaching the southern limit in the austral summer, the intertropical convergence zone starts to move northward again [39] , which initiates a new cycle of the rainy season in ECB and NCB and triggers ERS within SCB.
The spatial variations in the rainy season timings determined in our study generally agree with those determined for NCB and SCB from previous studies [11, 12, 19] . The CAA method has both advantages and disadvantages in rainy season detection, compared with other methods. The advantages of the CAA method are as follows. (1) It does not require the rainfall thresholds that have been well-tested for a certain type of vegetation or a certain region. For example, in the studies by Ryan et al. [8] and Brown and de Beurs [31] , ORS is determined when a minimum of 25 mm rainfall has been accumulated in a 10-day period, followed by at least 20 mm rainfall accumulation in the next 20 days. Those thresholds are recommended by studies on the rainfall control over crop growth [40, 41] . Since no recommended thresholds are available for most types of land cover in the Congo Basin, the CAA method is a better choice from this perspective. (2) The CAA method is less affected by isolated bursts of heavy rainfall when determining ORS and ERS. In a previous study on the hydrological controls of LSP in Africa's savannas and woodlands, ORS is determined when the cumulative rainfall exceeds 5% or 10% of the mean annual rainfall [11] . If this method was applied for the year of 2006 or 2009 in Figure 5a , a false ORS would have been obtained due to the isolated bursts of heavy rainfall prior to the true ORS. The disadvantage of CAA method is that a slight change in the anomalous rainfall time series can result in substantial differences in detecting the rainy season timing. In Figure 5a , for instance, the anomalous rainfall time series reached a local minimum of −88.29 mm on 13 April 2008, which was close to the ORS over most of the years (i.e., 2006, 2007 and 2010-2012 ). However, due to a short dry spell between mid-June and early July, the anomalous rainfall time series reached another local minimum of −94.02 mm on July 7, the next day of which was determined as the ORS in 2008. Therefore, a difference of 5.73 mm in anomalous rainfall accumulation between April 13 and July 8 resulted in a difference of 81 days in ORS. This issue should be addressed in future studies by introducing a reasonable range of minimum anomalous rainfall, which would allow multiple candidate ORS dates to be evaluated based on both the anomalous rainfall and their deviation from the long-term mean.
The bimodal rainfall regime was only found within the central ECB, whereas double annual CGCs were found across almost the entire ECB. This mismatch is caused by the threshold method we employed to differentiate between unimodal and bimodal rainfall regimes. Since rainfall regime varies continuously across space, rainfall regimes in the grid cells within northern and southern ECB exhibit a transitional status between unimodal and bimodal, with the duration of one of the two potential dry seasons being shorter than the average from ECB. Although a unimodal rainfall regime was determined for those grid cells using our method, canopy greenness still responds to this transitional rainfall regime by exhibiting two annual cycles.
The Impacts of Land Cover on the Responses of CGC to the Rainy Season
Rainfall is the dominant limiting factor of canopy greenness in the Congo Basin [6, 42, 43] . This can be explained by that, compared to other regions dominated by tropical forests such as the Amazon Basin and Southeast Asia, the Congo Basin receives less rainfall during the rainy season. Decreases in canopy greenness occur during the dry season due to limited water storage surplus from the preceding rainy season [42, 43] . As a result, CGC in the Congo Basin follows alternations of wet and dry periods. However, the timing discrepancy between the rainy season and CGC was apparent. Results from our study indicated that CGC onset occurs prior to ORS mainly in areas occupied by forests and woodlands whereas CGC end lags behind ERS across much of the Congo Basin, which agreed with the findings by previous studies based on remotely sensed LSP and rainfall data [8, 11] . Early CGC onset in tropical forests and woodlands has been documented in numerous studies [8, 11, [44] [45] [46] [47] . The suggested underlying mechanisms include the utilization of groundwater and stem-water reserve during the dry season by tropical trees [8, 11, 44, 47] , and that CGC onset of tropical trees is cued by insolation instead of rainfall [8] . The inter-annual variation in CGC onset is predominately less than 20 days, which is comparable with the inter-annual variation of about 10 days derived from a previous study [8] . This low inter-annual variation in CGC onset might result from the cue by insolation, which has low inter-annual variation in the tropics [8, 11] . The response of CGC onset to ORS became stronger with decreases in tree cover. This was shown by the decreases in CGC onset lead time and the stronger spatial relationship between ORS and CGC onset from deciduous forests to grassland and shrubland. In other words, the effectiveness of using ORS to predict CGC onset increased toward the land cover with lower tree cover. This is because CGC onset in grassland depends on soil moisture in the surface layer, which can only be recharged shortly prior to, or after ORS [44] . The lag of CGC end behind ERS can be explained by the existence of rainfall events after ERS, as well as the availability of groundwater and stem-water reserves during the dry season [11] . Moreover, ERS has a stronger correspondence with the onset of canopy greenness decrease, instead of with canopy greenness minimum (i.e., CGC end) [11] . Both the CGC onset lead time and CGC end lag time showed decreases toward ECB occupied by tropical rainforests. It is likely that the decreases in timing difference are related to the saturated impact by rainy season length on CGC length, which refers to the limited increases in CGC length, given substantial increases in rainy season length from the surrounding areas of the ECB, to the ECB itself. This saturated impact has been reported for the transitional regions between deciduous forests and evergreen rainforests in the Congo Basin [11] .
Conclusions
In this study, we investigated the effects of land cover on the relationship between CGC timing and the rainy season timing in the Congo Basin during 2006-2013. We were able to reveal the changes in the modality of rainfall and CGC across the Congo Basin using a time series of remotely sensed rainfall and EVI2.
The response of CGC timing to that of the rainy season was a function of land cover. The CGC onset lead time prior to ORS was longer in tropical woodlands and forests, whereas it became relatively short in grasslands and shrublands. Further, the spatial variation in CGC onset had a stronger correlation with that of ORS in grasslands and shrublands, than in tropical woodlands and forests. This suggests that ORS has stronger control over CGC onset in regions with lower tree cover, while the CGC onset of tropical trees is likely to be associated with deep ground water, stem-water reserves, and insolation in a complex manner. In contrast, the lag of CGC end behind ERS was widespread across the Congo Basin, which was longer in grasslands and shrublands than in tropical woodlands and forests. However, no significant relationship was identified between spatial variations in ERS and CGC end. The spatial and inter-annual variations in CGC timing were relatively small compared with variations in the rainy season timing. Overall, CGC in the Congo Basin follows the alternation of wet and dry period, but the underlying mechanism is complex and varies with land cover.
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